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Gemini	Mul.-Conjugate	Adap.ve	Op.cs	System	(GeMS)	
	

	Gemini	South	Adap.ve	Op.cs	Imager	(GSAOI)	

Rodrigo	Carrasco	
Gemini	Observatory	

(on	behalf	of	GeMS	and	GSAOI	teams)	
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  GSAOI	Data	
  Calibra.ons	
  Image	reduc.on	
  Distor.on	correc.on,	mosaic-ing	and	
combining	GSAOI	images	
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GSAOI	Data	
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GSAOI	Data	
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GSAOI	Data	

Array	2	-	Raw	 Full	frame	-	Raw	

GSAOI	Sky	orienta.on:	N-up,	E-right	(PA=0.0)	

J-filter	
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GSAOI	Data	

Array	2	-	Raw	 Full	frame	-	Raw	

Dome	flat	-	J-filter	
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GSAOI	Data	

Bad	Pixel	Mask	

Array	2	-	Raw	 Array	1	-	Raw	
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Calibra.ons	
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² Daytime calibrations	
² Domeflats à a set of DF for all filters twice per run (beginning and end of each 

run) à Priority for filters used during the semeter.	
 Darks à only by request and from the science program	
 
² Nighttime calibrations 
	
² Twilight flats à (best effort) TF for broad band filters only (Z, J, H, Kp, Ks and K).  
² Photometric Standards à observed every night at three different airmass for all 

broad band filters used during the night.	
² Standard are observed guiding with PWFS1 – no laser	
² Using ROI of Array 1k x 1k. The star is imaged in each of the 4 arrays – for each 

filter, four images (one per array)	
² Standards are from Persson et al. (1998) and MKO standard.	

 
² All calibrations are taken from shared GS-CALYYYYMMDD programs. 
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Image	Reduc.on	
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Reduc.on	

Main	Tasks	
-	gaprepare	
-	gaflat	
-	gasky	
-	gareduce	
	
-	gamosaic:	mosaic	images	
			Doesn’t	take	into	account	
			distor.on.	
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GAPREPARE:	takes	raw		GSAOI		data		(4-extensions)		and	prepares	them	for	reduc.on	
		
 trim	the	input	data	to	remove	the	boarder	of	4	un-illuminated		pixels		around		the		outside	of		each		

physical	array.		
 If		not		present,	gain,	readnoise	(corrected	for	number	of	low-noise	reads),	non-linearity	and	satura.on		

values		will		be		updated		for	each		array.		Values	stored	in	the	file	“gsaoi$data/gsaoiAMPS.dat”.	
 if	fl_nlc=yes	(the	default	case),	each		array		is	corrected		for		non-linearity.		The	following	equa.on	is	

applied	to	each	array	for	all	input	ADU	ranges:					
Y	=	X*(a	+	b*X	+	c*X**2).	

Y	-	linearity	corrected	pixel	value,	X	-	input	pixel	values;	a,	b,	c	-	coefficients	for	different	modes	(bright,	
faint	and	very	faint).	Coefficients	stored	in	"gsaoi$data/gsaoiNLC.dat"	
 If	fl_vardq=yes,	the	variance	plane	(the	sum	of	the		readnoise,	corrected		for	the	number	of	low-reads,	

and	the	pixel	value	in	ADU)	and	the	BPM	are	appended	to	the	images.	
	
• Current	example	data:	J,	H	and	Ks	bands	science	images	
>	set	rawsci=”/my-science-path/RawScience/”	
>	unlearn	gaprepare>	gaprepare	74-77,82-85,90-93	rawpath=rawsci$	rootname=S20121229S	fl_vardq+	

Reduc.on	
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GAFLAT:	takes	raw	or	g-prepared	GSAOI	flat	data	(4-
extensions),	sorts		them		by		unique	METACONF	keyword	
values	and	combines	them	to	form	master	flats.		
	
• If	the	input		files	are		raw,		GAFLAT		call		GAPREPARE		to	
prepare	the	data	and	add	the		METACONF		keyword.	
 If	 fl_vardq=yes,	 the	 variance	 and	 data	 quality	 extensions	

created	 by	 GEMCOMBINE	 will	 be	 included	 in	 the	 output		
image.		The	variance	is	the	square	of	the	output	sigma	plane	
from	 IMCOMBINE	 divided	 by	 the	 number	 of	 contribu.ng	
pixels	for	a	given	 	pixel,	 	then	 	divided	 	by	the	 	square	 	of		
normaliza.on	factor(s).	

• Current	example	data:	J,	H	and	Ks	bands	Domeflat	images	images	
>	set	calib=”/my-calibra.on-path/RawCalibra.on/”	
>	unlearn	gaflat>	gaflat	148-169,180-189	rawpath=calib$	\	
			root=S20121220S	fl_vardq+	

Reduc.on	
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Reduc.on	

GASKY:	takes	 	g-prepared		GSAOI	 	data	 	(sky	or	object;		
4	extensions)	 	and	 	creates	 	a	 	combined	 	master	sky			
frame.	The	individual	mask	frames	created	can	kept	 if	
requested.	 Object	 masks	 are	 used	 during	 the	
combining		step	
	
• If	fl_vardq=yes,	the	variance	and	data	quality	planes	
are	propagated	and	appended	to	the	output	images.	

• Current	example	data:	Ks	bands	science	gaprepare-d	images	
	
>	gemlist	gS20121229S	90-93	>	skyKs.lst	
>	unlearn	gasky>	gasky	@skyKs.lst	ou.mage=SkyKs.fits	
fl_vardq	\	
fl_dqprop+	fla.mg=gS20121220S0180_flat.fits	
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GAREDUCE:	will	reduce	raw/g-prepared	GSAOI		images.		It	
will	dark	subtract,	sky	subtract,	flat	divide	and	mul.ply	by	
the	 GAIN,	 when	 asked	 to	 and	 when	 appropriate.	
GAREDUCEd	images	can	be	ran	through	GAREDUCE	more	
than	 once.	 GAPREARE	 is	 called	 to	 prepare	 all	 non-
prepared	inputs.	
	
• If	fl_vardq=yes,	the	variance	and	data	quality	planes	are	
propagated.		
	
• Current	example	data:	Ks	bands	science	images	
	
>	unlearn	gareduce	
>	gareduce	90-93	rawpath=./	rootname=gS20121229S	\	
fl_flat+	fl_sky+	fl_vardq+	\	
fla.mg=gS20121220S0180_flat	skyimg=SkyKs.fits	

Reduc.on	
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Reduc.on	

Array	2	-	Raw	 Full	frame	-	Raw	Kshort-filter	
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Distor.on	correc.on,	mosaic-ing	
and	combining	GSAOI	images	
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Distor.on	correc.on	

  There	is	no	GSAOI	script	to	correct	for	distor.on	and	mosaic	the	images	(under	construc.on)	

  Most	of	the	distor.on	can	calibrated	out	(sta.c	distor.on)	
  Using	observa.on	of	astrometric	field	in	LMC	with	accurate	coordinates	(typical	rms	~	1	mas)	

•  Residual	distor.on	due	to:	
•  Asterism	used	(distribu.on	of	the	NGS)	
•  Dithering	pavern	used	
•  Can’t	be	calibrated	out.		
•  Removal	case	by	case	

•  Sparse	fields	-	distor.on	removal	is	problema.c!!!.	
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Distor.on	correc.on	

  The	example:	LMC	astrometric	field	observed	in	J,	H	and	Ks-bands	(2012	December	29UT)	
  distor.on	correc.on	and	mosaicing	-->	using	a	catalogue	of	stars	with	precise	coordinates	
(~1	mas	rms,	easiest	case)	

  Useful	programs:	scamp,	swarp	(Terapix)	and	Theli	(hvp://www.astro.uni-bonn.de/theli/)	
  In	the	example	provided	we	use	“mscred”	inside	IRAF”	

  Correct	the	WCS	of	the	images	
  Transform	images	to	a	format	that	“mscred”package	understand:	Ks-images	
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Distor.on	correc.on	

  GSAOI	WFS	is	quite	good	(within	0.3arcsec	rms).		
  You	shouldn’t	have	problems	to	find	the	stars.	

  Load	packaging	“mscred.mscfinder”	and	working	on	
the	4	extensions	

  Using	“tnx”	sky	projec.on	geometry	(add	no-linear	
terms	to	the	solu.on),	

  Using	a	polynomial	fiyng	of	order	4	with	cross	
terms.	

  Only	for	the	image	at	0,0	posi.on	(using	as	a	
reference)		
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Distor.on	correc.on	

  GSAOI	WFS	is	quite	good	(within	0.3arcsec	rms).		
  You	shouldn’t	have	problems	to	find	the	stars.	

  Load	packaging	“mscred.mscfinder”	and	working	on	
the	4	extensions	

  Using	“tnx”	sky	projec.on	geometry	(add	no-linear	
terms	to	the	solu.on),	

  Using	a	polynomial	fiyng	of	order	4	with	cross	
terms.	

  Only	for	the	image	at	0,0	posi.on	(using	as	a	
reference)		
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Distor.on	correc.on	

  Propaga.ng	the	distor.on	correc.on	to	all	other	images	using	“mscsetwcs”	
  “ccsetwcs”	can	be	used	also,	but	array	by	array	

  Dithering	images:	
  Offsets	have	to	be	propagated	properly	
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Distor.on	correc.on	

  Propaga.ng	the	distor.on	correc.on	to	all	other	images	using	“mscsetwcs”	
  “ccsetwcs”	can	be	used	also,	but	array	by	array	

  Dithering	images:	
  Offsets	have	to	be	propagated	properly	
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Mosaic-ing	

  Build	mosaic	with	“mscimage”	
  mscstat	is	used	to	calculate	the	
average	sky	for	all	array	(+	std)	
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Stacking	images	

  All	imagers	are	aligned	to	a	common	reference	point	
  Before	the	stacking	process,	matching	intensity	scale	is	recommended.		
Using	the	2MASS	catalog	and	“mscgetcatalog”	to	get	the	catalogue				>	mscgetcatalog	msciima0090	
ima090.cat	magmin=12.0	magmax=18.0	cat=”	twomass@noao"	

  Match	intensity	using	“mscimatch"	

  Stacking	can	be	done	with	any	program	(imcombine,	combine,	gemcombine	or	mscstack)	
  Here	we	use	“mscstack”	
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Final	combined	image	
(Kshort	-	filter)	


